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Euphemism worksheet pdf with answers

Not ready to buy a subscription? Click to download a free sample version of download sampleEuphemism is a literary term that is a word or phrase that is said to avoid saying something that may seem offensive. It's a polite way of saying something that usually sounds harsh or unpleasant (i.e. instead of old people we talk to older people). Using euphemism, we can avoid crude or
politically incorrect statements. Euphemism comes from the Greek phrase euph'mismos, meaning sounding good. Euphemism is widely used in various situations in everyday language. It can be used in both official and informal conversations. It is used at work, among friends, in news articles, etc. Sometimes it plays an entertaining role (when someone wants to sound funny and
entertain their listeners), and sometimes helps to calm the situation, especially during disagreements and fights (we had no struggle, we just had creative disagreements). He's sometimes called a doppelganger. Euphemism is a word or phrase that pretends to communicate, but in fact it is not. This makes bad things seem good, negative situations look like positive, unnatural can
look natural, unpleasant can become attractive, or at least tolerable. It is also a language that avoids or sometimes shifts responsibility. Also, political correctness is filled with euphemistic phrases. Types of euphemismS several kinds of euphemism. We can distinguish between them according to their purpose. To soften the expression This type of euphemism is used to soften the
expression that will sound harsh. In other words, its role is to say the same thing, but in a more polite manner, as in the examples below: Preowned instead of usingDeceased instead of deadEuthanize instead of killPut sleeping instead of killCorrectional institution instead of prisonTo be PoliteThese words or phrases are put instead of some others, because you do not want to say
them in particular Company-like: Toilet instead of toiletPowder nose instead of using a toilet-ful-figure instead of being overweightMentally challenged instead of backwardVisually challenged instead of blindIn place of being ImpoliteEuphemism is sometimes used even to intentionally offend someone, mock someone's inability or simply make fun of someone: Bite dust instead of
blindNess is probably more evpheistic. All expressions below euphemistic forms are sometimes used instead of the verb: race work well, definitely done dancing, in a better place without feeling pain, go west, gone, finished, at room temperature, get a one-way ticket, out of his/her suffering, cross the bar, sleep, join most, dust, blow bucket, live disturbances, resting in the world,
check, pass, no longer with us, meet his/her creator, wear tag, give way to give way Ghost, blow the oxygen habit, pushing up the daisies, six feet under, with angels, terminated, call home, final curtain call, etc. The importance of euphemismEufemism is not only a way to escape the truth. Euphemism is widely used in various situations where its absence will make great
discomfort, or even make reality even worse. It is difficult to explain to a small child that his or her pet has died. Children at a young age do not pay attention to death, and their mind can not yet process that what was alive now suddenly is not. It's even harder when it comes to family members. In politics, the use of euphemistic expressions is mandatory because it helps to calm
the tense situation, especially during peace talks. If you say that one side has killed 10,000 soldiers of the opposing side, it will most likely make the situation tense and will not help the negotiations, but if you say that one side has 10,000 victims, it is somewhat less likely to create discomfort or fury. We should not forget its use in literature, without which we would not have such a
wide range of euphemistic expressions. Whether you want to use it to create rhymes in poetry, or you just want to make your novel look richer and more interesting, euphemistic expressions are the tool you need. Euphemism SheetsThis bundle contains 5 ready-to-use euphemism sheets that are perfect for testing students' knowledge and understanding what a euphemism is and
how it can be used. You can use these euphemism sheets in class with students, or with home schoolchildren as well. Replace the euphemism Fill in the euphemism Connect EuphemismLink / lead this pageIf you refer to any of the content on this page on your own website, please use the code below to cite this page as the source. - KidsKonnect, July 7, 2017Link will appear as
Euphemism Examples and Worksheets: - KidsKonnect, July 7, 2017 July 2017If with any curriculumTea sheets have been specifically designed for use with any international curriculum. You can use these sheets as they are, or edit them using Google Slides to make them more specific to your own levels of student abilities and curriculum standards. In order to continue to use our
website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Print the answer key (only the test content will be printed) 1. Sarah was LESS FAVORED BY BEAUTY than her friends. The phrase in all hats is a euphemism for: the prettier uglier is happier sadder than 2. Sam MONEY from his mother WITHOUT ASKING. The phrase (s) in all
hats is a euphemism for: 3. I get there in years. The phrase in all caps is a euphemism for: 4. John COUCH POTATO. He sits and does nothing Day. The phrase in all hats is a euphemism for: 5. I am so over it. I'm going to write a letter to DEAR JOHN. The phrase in all hats is a euphemism for: the breakup of loving the happy threatens 6.  I LOST MY LUNCH on a roller coaster
because it made my stomach flip so much. The phrase in all hats is a euphemism for: became dizzy threw something used bathroom 7.  I can't afford a new car, so I'm going to buy a PRE-OWNED car. The phrase in all caps is a euphemism for: 8. GIVE ME SOME PEACE AND ZUE'U's. The phrase in all hats is a euphemism for: whisper to go away to spend a minute talking to me
9.  I've been going to CORRECTIONAL FACILITY for a few months now. The phrase in all caps is a euphemism for: 10.  Tyrone Basketball Skills LEAVE ROOM FOR THE GOOD. The phrase in all hats is a euphemism for the bad. Great. Win games. Improved. You read the free preview page 2 not displayed in this preview. This resource focuses on the language technique of
euphemism. The sheet begins with an information box that explains the technique, gives an example and explains its effect. This is followed by a series of activities that are built in complexity through a two-page sheet. Activities include general examples of euphemism in everyday speech, juxtaposition of euphemisms with relevant people and situations (given what the euphemism
says about character) and the use of euphemisms in writing to develop and identify character traits. PowerPoint is designed to accompany the sheet and includes answers and examples for a sheet for classroom learning and design, as well as visual stimulus tasks. This resource is suitable for high school students. The sheet is included in both Word and pdf formats so that there
is no loss of detail. Image credit: The tool icon made by Good Ware from www.flaticon.com and used under license. This method of methods resource is part of a set of language functions and techniques in English. Additional resources can be found in the author's store. Shop.
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